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Starting Points : Employability Skills 

What is meant by 'employability skills'? 

Which skills are most important? 

How can I assess my skills? 

When employers are looking for suitable candidates they will have a number of criteria in mind. These 
might include an undergraduate degree (any subject) as a pre-requisite for application, together with 
demonstrable enthusiasm for both their organisation and the role on offer. Depending on the 
opportunity, employers may also require some specific subject knowledge. In addition, many 
employers will be looking for a range of skills that are necessary to succeed in the post for which you 
are applying. These skills are often referred to as 'transferable skills', 'competencies' or 'employability 
skills' and may at first seem hard to define. In essence, such skills are those abilities you have gained 
through life experience. This handout is to help you to reflect on your own employability skills so you 
can identify, develop, articulate and evidence them more effectively. 

The precise employability skills required in any given job or profession may vary. However, a useful list 
of top ten skills that graduate employers think are particularly important might typically include: 
• communication • intercultural awareness 
• team work • numeracy and IT 
• leadership • time management 
• commercial awareness • planning and organisation 
• problem solving • analytical skills 
Remember, all of these skills encompass a wide range of abilities and activities. For example, 
'communication' could refer to anything from giving a presentation to your colleagues to persuading a 
potential purchaser to buy a product. If an employer requests a particular skill, have a look at all their 
recruitment literature to make sure you understand exactly what abilities and qualities they are seeking. 

There are lots of ways that you can assess your skills; the important thing is to set aside some time to 
do so. You might choose to keep a weekly reflective diary where you note what you are doing whilst at 
university (both within and outside your academic studies) and think about what skills you are using. 
For example, giving a presentation as part of your course or showing goal orientation by successfully 
training for a half marathon. You might ask friends or colleagues which three skills they think are your 
strongest and why. Another effective way is through creating your own DIY skills audit table. 

Start by listing all the skills you think are important in your target role and list these in a column on the 
left hand side. Then define each skill so you are clear what it is you are trying to evidence. Add a 
column for each area of your life/study/ work and then think of a specific instance when you have used 
that skill. Once completed, this table should give you an idea of where your strengths are if you have 
lots of examples for a particular skill, but also identify any gaps. 
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How can I develop my skills effectively? 

How can I evidence my skills to employers? 

Useful resources: 

What next? 

You can gain skills in a variety of settings. You will develop some skills from your course of study 
perhaps research or report writing skills. Leadership, team work and time management may be 
developed through extra-curricular activities such as being a member of sports societies. Perhaps you 
are involved in volunteering, showing project management skills or maybe other activities such as 
independent travel have built and demonstrated your international outlook. A part time job can help 
you to develop and demonstrate skills from customer service to commercial awareness depending on 
the role. The best way to improve your employability whilst at university is to get involved in the widest 
range of extra-curricular activities you can - though obviously not at the expense of your studies! 

Employers often say that applicants are unsuccessful in recruitment processes not because they lack 
the required skills, but because they fail to evidence and articulate them effectively on application forms 
and at interview. The STAR system is a helpful way of communicating your skills to employers. This 
approach will also encourage you to reflect on your experiences and what you have learned from them. 
The technique can be used at all stages of selection including application and interview. Some 
employers will even use the STAR acronym themselves to evaluate the information you supply. 

To use STAR effectively, first think about which skill or competency you need to demonstrate to your 
potential employer (e.g. team-working, leadership, commercial awareness). Next, think of a situation 
when you have used this skill. It doesn't need to be dramatic, but it does need to be true! You may find 
you can illustrate more than one skill with each example, but keep the focus on a single skill at first. 

Now, use the following plan to help you recount both the event and how you used or developed this 
skill or competency. You could also use this approach to populate your DIY skills audit table. 

• Situation (What was the context? Where were you and what were you doing?) 
• Task (What goal did you set yourself? What was the problem or challenge?) 
• Action (What action did you take? Be explicit about your role.) 
• Result/ Reflection (What was the outcome and why? What would you do differently next time?) 

Top Tip: - if you are using an example where you worked as a group, be really clear about your own 
unique contribution to the project, the employer wants to know what YOU did, not the whole group. 

• www.prospects.ac.uk/options_with_your_subject.htm remind yourself of the skills you have 
developed through your subject of study by finding your course on this link 

• www.prospects.ac.uk/types_of_jobs.htm look at the entry requirements for your target job to 
see what specific skills employers in that sector are seeking 

• Carry out a DIY skills audit 
• If you have gaps, take steps to fill them 
• Get in the habit of keeping a reflective diary evidencing how your skills are growing 
• If you want feedback on how effectively you are selling yourself in applications, make an 

appointment to see an Employability Adviser for further support at 
https://unihub.shu.ac.uk/students/appointments 

• Want to talk it through? Contact Student and Graduate Employability for further advice 
and support via the contact details below. 

Web: unihub.shu.ac.uk shu.ac.uk/myhallam/help-and-support Tel: 0114 225 3752  
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